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A new noncontact technique for the determination of excesscarrier lifetimes in semiconductors
is presented.The technique employs a square laser pulse (hv > Eg) and measuresthe infrared
photothermal radiometric responseof the sample. By applying the photothermal rate-window
concept, the excessphotoexcited carrier bulk lifetime was measuredwith optimal signal-to-noise
(S/N) ratio and simple, unambiguous interpretation from the maximum position of the
rate-window signal. The technique has been applied to Au-, Fe-, and Cr-doped Czochralski
silicon crystals. The experimental results from boxcar and lock-in rate-window methods were
found to agree very well. The results are further mostly in agreement with those from the
noncontact laser/microwave detection method.

I. INTRODUCTION

The measurement of photoexcited excess carrier lifetime is useful in characterizing the quality of semiconductor materials and modeling semiconductor devices.Besides
the conventional photoconductive technique for carrier
lifetime measurement, many recently developed noncontact, nondestructive techniques have drawn particular interest.‘*’ Photothermal radiometry (PTR),3 laser/
microwave absorption/reflection ( LMR) ,5-6 infrared
absorption ( IA),7-g photoconductance (PC), lo or opencircuit voltage decay (OCVD) ” are among those techniques commonly used for noncontact carrier lifetime studies. In all t.hese methods laser illumination is used to
generate excesselectron-hole pairs. The resulting signal is
detected in the frequency-domain as a function of modulation frequency (in PTR) or in the time-domain as a transient signal (IA, LMR, PC, and OCVD) .
In this article, a new noncontact photothermal ratewindow method is presented.The tec.hniqueutilizes a timegated Ar’-ion laser beam (,X=514 nm) to generateexcess
carriers at or near the surface, and measuresthe resulting
photothermal radiometric transient signal using an IR detector. The experimental results on excesscarrier bulk liietimes of Fe-, Cr-, and Au-doped CZ silicon wafers show
good agreement with the theoretical analysis and partial
agreement with the results measured with the laser/
microwave detec.tionmethod.”

Cal mat.erial properties from photothermal radiometric
transient signals.‘2l’3 Photothermal radiometry is a wellestablished method for the study of thermal properties of
solid materials in a nondestructive and noncontact fashion , 14--r’
and it has also been widely used with great success
in the analysis of semiconductor materiais.‘*‘8 In this section, we discuss the theoretical principles of the semiconductor excesscarrier lifetime measurementusing infrared
photothermal radiometry.
The configuration of our mathematical model is shown
in Fig. 1. The semiconductor sample is assumed semiiniinite (the validity of the assumption will be discussedin
a later section), and the sample is irradiated with a repetitive square laser pulse of duration TVand period T,. The
photon energy hv of the laser beam is greater than the
semiconductor energy gap, Ee and the excess minoritycarrier density is small compared to the majority-carrier
density (low-injection limit). The photoexcited excesscarrier density, AN(z,t), is given by solving the carrier continuity equation”
d’AN(z,r)
D-T-

AN(z,t)
aAN(.z,t)
T +GW> =
at
.

(1)

Here D (m”/s) is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, 7 (s)
the carrier bulk lifetime, and G(z,t) (l/m3 s) the carrier
generation rate, which is given by
fan&e-”

II. THEORETICAL
PHOTOTHERMAL
SIGNAL

ANALYSIS OF THE
RATE-WINDOW SPECTROMETRIC

Photothermal rate-window spectrometry was introduced as a technique suitable for measuring thermophysi‘kh
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G(z,t)=1 ‘iv
I

; t-=Tp

(2)

0; D-r,.

The square laser pulse (intensity 1,: W/m2) illuminates
the sample surface and is absorbedthroughout the sample
with an absorption coefficient a (l/m-‘) and quantum
efficiency r].
The appropriate initial and boundary conditions are
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we conclude that for t > r, which is the case in our experiments, the necessary condition for neglecting the
&dependent diffusional retlec.tionsis
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FIG. 1. Schematic configuration of the PTR rate-window signal model
involving a square laser pulse of duration TV and period TO, and a semiinfinite photoexcited se&conductor.

AN(z,O) = 0
and

SIR=

D aAN
az

=slAN(z,r>.
a=0
Here si (m/s) is the carrier surface recombination velocity
at the front surface of the semiconductor. The former (initial) condition indicates that there is no significant free
carrier concentration before the onset of the optical pulse.
Equation ( 1) can be solved in the Laplace domain and
the resulting expression for the excesscarrier density is
A&?$) =-

1-e-*p

WI0
hvD

s[a’--d(s)

Da+sl
1 Do;(s)

FIR(f;r9ra,rs)

FrR(t;~v~d-s)

-F~R(t-rp;r,rmrs);

tarp,

(10)

=cg

e-a,<slz-e--ar

(11)

+s,

with

o;(s)=+I (s+r-‘)“2*
The boundary condition, Eq. (4), indicates the absenceof free-carrier contributions to Eq. (5) due to diffusive plasma reelectionsfrom the back surface of an actual
sample, at distance Ffrom z=O. Consideration of semiconductor samplesof finite thickness, 4 with the addition of a
back-surface boundary condition similar to Eq. (4), contributes a multiplicative term to the Laplace domain Eq.
(5) of the forrnm
1
1 -e-2~ewl ’
the result of infinite inter-reflections. The most important
effect of this modification to the theory presentedhere is a
contribution to the average free carrier density, proportional to
1+e-~eb)z~

(8)
The exponential in this expressioncan be neglected with
respect to unity for observation times t such that
&r,(s)& 1. From Eq. (6) and the correspondances(sl/t,
5044

This condition was satisfied for all our experiments with
r(20 ps and 4t”f D > 330 ps, corresponding to silicon wafers of 500 pm thickness and carrier diffusivity D=30
cm2/s.“’
In photothermal radiometry the infrared emission signal, SIR from the semiconductor can be calculated by applying Kirchhoff s radiation law under nonequilibrium carrier conditions2” As every excess carrier acts as an
independent black body radiator, the signal level SIR is
proportional to the spatially integrated carrier density. Integrating Eq. (5 ) over the semiconductor sample thickness
and transforming it back from the Laplace domain to the
time domain, one can get
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Here c is a constant related to the infrared radiation detector,18and C is a constant independent of any photoexcited carrier characteristic time constants, i.e., Eqs. ( 12)(13) below.
1
ra=-2-aD
is the time required for a carrier to diffuse to a depth equal
to the optical absorption length, l/a. Similarly,
D
rs=YT
SI

(13)

is a time constant due to recombination at surface defects,
which is dependenton surface recombination velocity and
carrier diffusion coefficient.
W(z) =2

e&(z)

(14)

is a function encountered in time-domain diffusion-type
problems,“J where erfc(.r) is the complementary error
function defined by
etic(z> =$

J:

e-s’dq.

(15)

For opaquesemiconductorsin which Ta<r, and r&r9
Eq. (8) can be simplified to
Ghen et al.
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from the lock-in amplifier, which amounts to the fundamental Fourier component b, of Srn(t;r) *’ over the pulse
repetition period TO:

To
s

(16)

In the special case of very low surface recombination velocity (~~-4, i.e., r&r), Fq. ( 16) can be further simplified.
It is evident from Eq. (17) that the infrared radiometric signal is a pure exponential function dependent on the
bulk lifetime r only, when the carrier surface recombination
P*,(t;r)=cg~r(l-f

0

Al&

- (1 +e-[To-7p)‘~-e-T~T)sin

III. BOXCAR AND LOCK-IN RATE-WINDOW
PHOTOTHERMAL SPECTROMETRY

As discussed in the previous section, when the carrier
surface recombination velocity is very low, the PTR signal
in the opaque regime is a pure exponential function
qro l-=-e-‘/r; t<rp
(18)
SIK~f;~) -e x -i- (eTyfr- 1)e-t/r; t>rp.
I
In this case, the carrier bulk recombination lifetime can be
measured by using boxcar and/or lock-in rate-window
spectrometry.
In the boxcar rate-window method, the rate-window is
applied only to the decay portion of the transient. Therefore the pulse duration, rr,, does not affect the maximum of
the resulting rate-window signal. Upon taking &Srn( ti;r)
-5’,n(t2;~r)]/&=0,
we obtain

tz- t1
’

(19)

where the decaying transient is measured at two times ti
and Q.
The lock-in rate-window method has the advantage of
combining the superior signal-to-noise ratio of a tuned
eledronic filter, familiar with frequency-domain PTR detection, with the simple and straightforward interpretation
of the time-domain PTR signal in terms of electron-hole
recombination time delays. In the lock-in rate-window
method, we measure the in-phase (IP) signal resulting
5045
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[sin(wOcrp+Q

+-A;

-t/7- >

velocity is very low. In what follows, we will concentrate
on the discussion of this case, which implies high quality
material surfaces, such as those present in our experiments.
In the c.asewhere s1 is not negligible, our simulations of the
full Eq. ( 11) and other theoretical and experimental results21”;?4
show that a single exponential cannot describe the
early time-decay of the free photoexcited carrier density.
That decay profile is faster than the exponential. Therefore,
in our analysis purely exponential decay has been used as
the unambiguous criterion for the photothermal (PTR)
signal domination by a bulk type of carrier recombination
mechanism alone.

T~ln(tz/tl)

Srn(t;r)sin(wet)&

0

61 ,
)

(20)

where

(21)
Equation (20) has a maximum if the measurement is performed at a constant temperature (therefore r is a constant
in this case) and the repetition period TO of the laser pulse
is varied. Now, the IP component of the lock-in output is
obtained by weighting the fundamental Fourier coefficient
b1 sin(wst) by the square-wave lock-in reference function
of duration To,e,( t), phase-tuned so as to align the origin
of all times at t=O. This corresponds to setting the positive
(or negative) edge of the reference square-wave in-phase
with the rising edge of the optical pulse.13The result of this
operation under long lock-in filter time constant is
1
%P(~,TOI

=-

=f

To

=o
bl(T,TO)

s0

sin(o&,(t)dt

(22)

bl(r,TO).

In this case, from the condition for the existence of an
extremum:
(23)

one obtains numerically

(ToLtx= 2.56817+ 1.9973r,,

(24)

i.e., when scanning the repetition period of the laser pulse
(To > T,J, the period t To),,, at which a rate-window signal maximum occurs is very simply determined by the
carrier bulk lifetime r and the pulse duration rp only, provided that the surface recombination lifetime r, is long
(and thus not recombination rate-limiting). The simplicity
of Eq. (24), in conjunction with the superior S/N ratio
afforded by the narrow-band lock-in detection,i3 demonstrates the distinct advantages of the photothermal lock-in
rate-window technique over the boxcar method described
earlier.
Chen et al.
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TABLE I. Properties of silicon wafers used in this study (CZ( 100) 65
m m diameter).

as
El

Sample

Metal
impurity

Resistivity
tQ cm)

Oxygen cont.
hma)

Cont. of metal
(atoms/cm”) X 10’”

Ct.
Fe
Au
CC
Fe
Au

s-13
6-16
4-13
II-i5
9-13
lo-15

11.8
14.5
17.2
11.6
15.4
14.2

17
47
11
16
61
31

N4
NS
Nil
P4
P5
Pll

k

knife edge

FIG. 2. Experimental system of photothermal rate-window spectrometry.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS

The experimental setup for rate-window photothermal
radiometry is shown in Fig. 2. A pulsed laser beam obtained by modulating a cw Ar + -ion laser using an acoustooptic modulator was slightly focused on the sample to the
size of approximately 1 mm diameter. The resulting infrared radiation emitted from the sample surface was collected by two off-axis paraboloidal mirrors and detected
using a liquid N,-cooled photoconductive mercurycadmium-telluride (MCT) detector. The frequency bandwidth of the MCT detector-preamplifiersystemwas 5 Hz1.5 MHz, capable of capturing PTR decay events on the
order of -0.7 ,us and longer, i.e., well within the observed
0.9-22.9 ps recombination lifetime range. Faster decays
may also be monitored using photovoltaic MCT detectors.
According to the method for setting up a rate-window, the
transient was then directed to a lock-in amplifier for photothermal lock-in rate-window spectrometry, or to a boxcar averager (or a digitizer to save the transients in the
computer memory and using the computer to play the role
of the boxcar averager) for photothermal boxcar ratewindow spectrometry. The setup also has a capacity to
measurethe temperature dependenceof bulk lifetimes by
using a cryostat. A set of n- and p-type Si samplesintentionally contaminated with deep-levelforming Cr, Fe, and
Au metals during Czochra.lskicrystal growth, was studied
using the technique. The wafers were RTA cleaned and
oxidized to minimize the effect of surface recombination,
The properties of the silicon wafers studied are summarized in Table I.
The optical absorption coefficient of intrinsic Si is
given by Dash and Newman.‘” For the Ar”-ion laser (;1
=514 rnn; 2.41 eV) radiation used in our system, the absorption coefficient is -10’ cm-‘, or the optical
5046
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absorption length is - 1 pm which is much less than the
sample thickness of -500 pm. Therefore we can consider
that the sample is optically semi-infinite and totally opaque
(r,= 3.33x 10-l’ s, much lessthan the earliest experimental time consideredin this work j .
Figure 3 is a transient signal from a Cr-doped n-type Si
sample (N4). The linearity of the semi-logarithmic plot in
Fig. 3 indicates that the carrier surface recombination velocity of the sample is very low as the signal conforms to
the simple case describedby Eqs. ( 17) and (18).
A boxcar rate-window signal of the same Cr-doped
n-type Si sample (N4) is shown in Fig. 4. In that figure,
the two gate times of the boxcar were chosen as t,/t,=2
and the horizontal axis is the gate time tl. From the ( tl jmax
( = 15ps) where the maximum rate-window signal occurs,
one can obtain the carrier bulk lifetime r=21.6 ps according to Eq, ( 19). Table II summarizes the experimental
results using this method.
Figure 5 shows the lock-in rate-window in-phase signals of the Fe-doped n-type Si sample (N5) with several
pulse durations (rp= 10, 50, 100, and 200 ps). The curves
are normalized at the peak of curve (d) (r,=200 ps). The
(To),, where the maximum rate-window signals occur
are 45, 130, 227, and 430 ps, respectively.From Eq. (24)
one obtains the carrier bulk lifetime r=9.7, 11.7, 10.6, and
11.9,us.The solid lines are the theoretical simulation using
Eq. (20) with carrier bulk lifetime r= 11 pus.No other
adjustmentswere introduced in the theoretical simulations
to all four experimental data curves. Even better fits could

1.0

c
e
.9
I/l
&
‘2 0.1
c
E
Y
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0.04

0.06

0.08

(

time [msl
FIG. 3. Photothermal transient of the Cr-doped Si sample (N4) in logarithmic scale.
Ghen et al.
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FIG. 4. Boxcar rate-window signal of Cr-doped n-type Si sample
(N4). Total number of averaged transients: 2500. The dotted line is the
experimental result and the solid line is the smoothed curve of the
experimental data.

FIG. 5. Lock-in rate-window signals of the Fe-doped n-type Si sample W5) with four different pulse durations. The solid lines are theoretical simulations using Eq. (20) with r=ll
ps. Lock-in filter time
constant: 1 s.

have been obtained with individual curve adjustments.The
lock-in rate-window in-phasesignals of Cr-, Fe-, Au-doped
p-Si wafers are shown in Fig. 6. This figure shows the
excellent resolution of the lock-in rate-window detection
technique, concerning the determination of the values of
the photoexcited carrier bulk recombination lifetime from
the curve maxima. The superior S/N ratio lock-in ratewindowl determination of the maximum in the fundamental Fourier component of the photothermal transient has a
7 resolution of 1 ,us, limited only by the dynamic range of
the data acquisition system. An order of magnitude improvement is expected with an extended dynamic range
system timing controller. The measured carrier bulk lifetimes are summarized in Table III, which also includes
values of 7 obtained by the laser/microwave reflection
technique.sJ9These results are consistent with each other
with some notable exceptions. The consistent results further agree fairly well with the results measured with the
boxcar rate-window method. The results on wafers N5,
Nl 1, and P4 also agreewith those obtained from the laser/
miLTowave detection method. With regard to a few discrepancies in Table III, we found that for Au-doped Si
wafers (both n-type, Nil, andp-type, Pll, materials) the
bulk lifetime measured by using a laser beam with pulse
duration rp=50 ps is much smaller than other measured
values by using shorter pulse durations. Upon further investigation of the transient signals from Au-doped samples
with various pulse durations, it was found that the transient decay becomesnonexponential when the pulse duration is at least one order of magnitude longer than the bulk
lifetime of Au-doped wafers. The origin of this phenomenon is unclear and is under further study.

V. SUMMARY

TABLE II. Experimental results of carrier bulk lifetimes measured using
the PTR boxcar rate-window method.
Sample

N4

N5

Nil

7 I/.4

21.6

11.7

5.1

5047

P4

P5

Pll

21.6

5.5

2.7
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A new noncontact photothermal rate-window spectrometry for measuring excesscarrier bulk lifetime in electronic materials is presentedin this article. Experimentally,
the excess electron-hole pairs are generated by a laser
pulse, and the transient photothermal radiation decay
curves are measuredby using an IR detector and analyzed
with boxcar time-gated detection or a lock-in amplifier.
The carrier bulk lifetime is then easily and sensitively measured from the peak of the rate-window signal.
The lock-in rate-window method has a significant advantage over the boxcar method in terms of signal-to-noise
ratio. Experimentally the lock-in rate-window method has
a more clearly defined maximum signal (i.e., higher resolution) and needslesstime to perform the experiment than
the boxcar method, which requires more signal averaging
time to obtain an acceptable S/N ratio with our present
instrumentation. Therefore, the lock-in rate-window
method coupled to PTR is ideally suitable for noncontact
electronic measurementswith low signal levels, especially
at low temperatures where the photothermal radiometric

z 0.8
3
8 0.6
2
5 0.4
3f 0.2
3
3 0.0
Tp=50pS

-0.2

50

100

150

200

250

30

FIG. 6. Lock-in rate-window signals of Cr-, Fe-, and Au-doped p-Si
wafers with pulse duration r,=50 ps. The solid lines are theoretical simulations.
Chen et al.
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TABLE III. Experimental results of carrier bulk lifetimes (in ps) measured using the PTR lock-in rate-window method.
Tp (1((s)

N4

N5

Nil

P4

P5

Pll

10
30
50

8.2
14.4
16.8

9.7
12.9
11.7

5.3
4.0
1.5

22.9
21.1
22.2

7.0
6.1
6.3

3.1
2.4
0.9

23.V
18.0’

12.2*
ll.oc

4.8a
4sc

O.Sb
0.6’

l.lb
1.1’

O.Sb
8.2’

aResults measured with laser/microwave technique (see Ref. 8) at 250 K.
bResults measured with laser/microwave technique (see Ref. 9 ) at 300 K.
‘Recent measurements with laser/microwave technique (this work).

signal is small due to the Stefan-Boltzmann radiation law
(p dependence). The technique may further be implemented with thin electronically active layers, provided that
a full model with finite boundaries replacesEq. ( 11). This
generalization is currently under investigation.20
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